
EVERY DETAIL, EVERY MOMENT, PERFECTED BY TITO’S

CORPORATE 
EVENTS BY 

TITO’S



About TITO’S

Nestled on the sun-kissed shores of Baga, Tito’s is not merely a 
venue; it’s a world of entertainment and hospitality. Established in 
1971, Tito’s in Goa stands as the trailblazer of the region’s tourism 
boom. Its founder, Tito Henry de Souza, is immortalized with a lane 
bearing his name and a dedicated statue.

This iconic destination has not only witnessed the footprints of 
Bollywood and Hollywood stars, but has also played host to an 
array of high-profi le events, from royal gatherings featuring the 
Crown Prince of Dubai to glamorous aff airs for the likes of the 
Times of India Group.

Today, under the leadership of Directors Mr. Ricardo D’Souza and 
Mr. David D’Souza, Tito’s has embraced innovation and global 
trends. This commitment ensures a continuously expanding 
customer base year after year, making Tito’s a living testament to 
the enduring charm of Goa’s entertainment scene.



Turning Moments into Memories 
Events into Legends



Corporate Events by TITO’S

With a passion for precision and an eye for 
innovation, TITO’s excels in curating events that 
seamlessly blend strategy, engagement, and 
creativity. Whether you’re aiming to convene 
thought leaders, celebrate a milestone, inspire 
your team or showcase products; our team of 
dedicated experts make it happen.

At TITO’s, we don’t just plan events; we craft 
experiences that leave a lasting impact. In the 
dynamic world of corporate gatherings, where 
every detail counts and every moment matters, 
we stand as your trusted partner in turning your 
vision into reality.

Join us on a journey where strategic planning, 
impeccable execution, and the magic of human 
connection come together to create exceptional 
corporate events and discover why countless 
businesses trust TITO’s to redefi ne their 
corporate events.

Are you ready to elevate your next corporate 
gathering? Let’s start crafting your extraordinary 
event today and explore the endless possibilities 
as we transform your ideas into remarkable 
moments that your audience will cherish.

Reach us at corp@eventsbytitos.com or 

call +91 7659055999, 7767000600



TITO’s - EVENTS PORTFOLIO

Conferences and Seminars Trade EXPO’s and Exhibitions Corp Parties & Theme Nights

Product Launches Business & Distributor Meets

Training/Recreational Events Occasional Events Awards/Accolades Events



Tito’s Resorts and Hospitalities Pvt Ltd
H No 7/5, Titos, Titos Road
Saunta Vaddo, Calangute, Bardez
North Goa - 403516
M: +91 7659055999, 7767000600
Email: corp@eventsbytitos.com
www.titosgoa.com


